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The R Statistics Library: Research Applications
David E Allen & Abhay K Singh
School of Accounting Finance & Economics
Edith Cowan University

Use of The R Library
Use of the R library See http://cran.r-project.org/
R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics. It compiles
and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms, Windows and MacOS. To download
R, please choose your preferred CRAN mirror.
Figure: R Website

R

�

R is the Rolls Royce of free open source programs for statistical analysis .

�

The syntax of the R language is very similar to that of the S language which
underlies S-PLUS. In fact, you can think of R as ‘GNU S’. The main
diﬀerences that users familiar with S will notice are (1) objects are not saved
as separate files in a directory but are stored internally; and (2) the packages
available in R are not the same as the libraries available in S-PLUS.

�

Rob Hyndman Professor of statistics at Monash University suggests the
following pros and cons of using R for statistical and econometric analysis.

Advantages of R
Pros:
�

Free. Students can have copies at home.

�

Portable. Once students invest in learning this program, they can take it with
them and install it again wherever they may end up working.

�

Versatile. The software exists for more platforms than virtually any existing
commercial program.

�

General. A very large number of statistical/econometric tools are available, so
the software could be used for many (maybe all) subjects

�

Cutting-edge. It includes the very latest methods.

�

Programmable. It is easy for students to program new methods or develop
modifications of existing methods.

�

Matrix language. The R language handles vectors and matrices directly (as do
Gauss, Matlab and Ox). This makes programming much simpler for students
and reinforces the matrix notation used in class.

Pros and cons of R
�

Object-oriented language. Students may take a little time to adjust to the
object-oriented way of thinking, but it simplifies things greatly. For example,
the plot function and the summary function can be used on all types of data
and fitted models.

�

Great graphics.

�

Relatively fast.

Cons:
�

Command-driven. Although the command line, which is similar to that of the
bash shell, is extremely powerful and easy to use, some students accustomed
to drag-and-drop menu programs may find R awkward to use.

�

Missing functions. Some desirable functions have not yet been written. Of
course, it is easy to add such functions yourself.

�

Inconsistent syntax. Command syntax is not always consistent between
packages which do similar things.

R Packages

R functionality is based around the concept of “packages". A package is a
collection of functions to carry out certain tasks (rather like Gauss modules or
Matlab toolboxes). For example, the nls package does nonlinear regression, the ts
package contains a variety of time-series functions, and so on. The base packages
are automatically available with a default installation. Contributed packages, on
the other hand, need to be installed individually. One can obtain these packages
by following the download link on the R home page.

R Packages

By its very nature, R is a dynamic, evolving computing environment, and
packages are continuing to be written at a rapid rate. Very often, the capabilities
of two or more packages overlap. For example, both the tseries and ts packages
provide procedures for fitting ARMA models.
R is a powerful and well-written open-source statistical software package.

Cran mirrors
R can be obtained from a variety of CRAN mirror sites located around the globe.
There are 3 here in Australia.
Figure: Cran Mirrors

Increasing Interest in R (Tsay University of Chicago)

Tsay University of Chicago

International Conference on the use of R

Using R: Start up and set directory

Load required packages

RCommander data import

RCommander data import code

Rcommander Summary statistics

Descriptive Statistics

�

Easy way to calculate common descriptive statistics using Performance
Analytics package.

�

Data has two variables with last 10 year’s prices of S&P/ASX-200 and Rio
Tinto.

Code

#Load the Library
library(PerformanceAnalytics)
# Reading Data from the CSV file
d1=read.csv("data.csv",strip.white=TRUE)
#Keeping the data in the workspace
attach(d1)
#Descriptive statistics using Performance Analystics package’s function table.Stats
t1=table.Stats(d1$SP200)
t2=table.Stats(d1$Rio)
#Combining the two tables using Column Bind (cbind)
T=cbind(t1,t2)
# Name the columns
colnames(T)=c("SP200","Rio")

Descriptive Statistics

Observations

SP200

Rio

2610.00

2610.00

NAs

0.00

0.00

Minimum

2700.40

22.22

Quartile 1

3706.82

32.33

Median

4396.70

58.76

Arithmetic Mean

4429.70

57.04

Geometric Mean

4333.04

51.91

Quartile 3

4928.98

72.91

Maximum

6828.70

123.12

SE Mean

18.18

0.47

LCL Mean (0.95)

4394.04

56.12

UCL Mean (0.95)

4465.35

57.95

Variance

862725.71

567.01
23.81

Stdev

928.83

Skewness

0.35

0.31

Kurtosis

-0.39

-0.71

Descriptive Statistics

Convert prices to percentage log returns

#Prices to returns
n <- nrow(d1)
sp200.ret=100*(log(d1$SP200[2:n]) - log(d1$SP200[1:(n - 1)]))
rio.ret= 100*(log(d1$Rio[2:n]) - log(d1$Rio[1:(n - 1)]))
#Create new dataset with returns
d2=data.frame(d1$Date[2:n],sp200.ret,rio.ret) colnames(d2)=c("date","sp200","rio")
attach(d2)

Plotting Histograms

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) #graphical parameters
#histograms using function of PerformanceAnalytics package
chart.Histogram(sp200,breaks=50,method=c("add.rug"),main="S&P/ASX-200")
chart.Histogram(rio,breaks=50,method=c("add.rug"),main="Rio Tinto")

Histograms

Figure: Histograms

Linear Regression

�

CAPM model (Assuming zero risk free rate).

SR = α + βMR + e
�

Simple linear regression approach

#linear regression using lm command
fitlr=lm(rio~1+sp200)
#print summary
s1=summary(fitlr)
print(s1)
Estimate

Std. Error

t value

(Intercept)

0.0077

0.0343

0.22

Pr(>|t|)
0.8224

d2$sp200

1.5409

0.0313

49.28

0.0000

Linear Regression
�

Regression Plot

#simple regression plot
plot(sp200,rio,xlab="S&P/ASX-200", ylab="Rio Tinto",main="Rio~ASX-200",cex=0.75)
abline(coef(fitlr),col=4)

Quantile Regression

�

Financial return distribution is not usually normal (against the most popular
assumption)

�

How to visualize this?
�

Q-Q Plot

#histograms with Q-Q plots using function of PerformanceAnalytics package
chart.Histogram(sp200,breaks=50,method=c("add.rug","add.qqplot"),main="S&P/ASX-200") dev.new()
chart.Histogram(rio,breaks=50,method=c("add.rug","add.qqplot"),main="Rio Tinto")

Quantile Regression

Quantile Regression
�

Package : Quantreg
�

Very powerful R package to model Quantile Regression with support for
Linear and Non-Linear Quantile Regression models.

#load package
library(quantreg)
#quantile regression fit
taus=c(0.05,0.25,0.5,0.75,0.95)
fitrq=rq(rio~sp200,tau=taus)
s2=summary(fitrq,se="nid")
Quantiles
0.05

(Intercept)

1.634
(

−0.703

(

(

0.25

sp200

−2.256

(

0.094)

0.035)

0.000

0.50
(

0.020)

(

(

0.034)

(

0.114)

0.017)

1.442
(

2.291

0.95

0.019)

1.469

0.730

0.75

0.086)

1.505

0.026)

1.439
(

0.089)

Quantile Regression
Plotting Quantile Regression Coeﬃcients.
#plot QR estimates of alpha and beta
plot(fitrq)

Quantile Regression

Plotting Regression Slopes with a loop
plot(sp200,rio,type="n",ylab="Rio-Tinto",
xlab="ASX-200")
points(sp200,rio,cex=.75,col="darkgray")
abline(lm(rio~sp200),lty=2,col="red")
for( i in 1:length(taus)){
abline(rq(rio~sp200,tau=taus[i]),col="darkblue",lty=1)
}
mtext("Rio Tinto~ASX-200",side=3,cex=0.75)

Quantile Regression

Plotting Regression Slopes with a loop
plot(sp200,rio,type="n",ylab="Rio-Tinto",
xlab="ASX-200")
points(sp200,rio,cex=.75,col="darkgray")
abline(lm(rio~sp200),lty=2,col="red")
for( i in 1:length(taus)){
abline(rq(rio~sp200,tau=taus[i]),col="darkblue",lty=1)
}
mtext("Rio Tinto~ASX-200",side=3,cex=0.75)

Time Series
Converting data to time series data.

library(timeSeries)
#note that the date should be in R recognizable format (e.g., YYYY-MM-DD) or other pre-processing is
required see help(strptime)
d3=as.timeSeries(d2)
#plotting
plot(d3, main=”Timeseries Plot”)

Time Series-Basic GARCH

Garch modelling using fGarch Package.
#basic garch fit using fGarch library(fGarch)
fitg=garchFit(~garch(1,1),d3[,1])
summary(fitg) #prints the summary on the R console
#interactive plots for the garch fit
plot (fitg)

The code used till here along with data.csv can be downloaded from my personal
homepage
https://sites.google.com/site/drabhayksingh/codes

Text Mining Using R and Twitter
�

Useful webpage to get started https://sites.google.com/site/miningtwitter/home

�

Useful R Packages
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�

twitteR (twitter client for R)
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/twitteR/vignettes/twitteR.pdf
XML (for parsing XML and HTML documents) http://www.omegahat.org/RSXML/
tm (for text mining) http://tm.r-forge.r-project.org/index.html
ggplot2 (for cool and elegant graphics) http://had.co.nz/ggplot2/
stringr (makes string functions simpler and easier to
use)https://github.com/hadley/stringr/blob/master/README.md
igraph (for graphs and networks) http://igraph.wikidot.com/
RColorBrewer (for nice color palettes) http://colorbrewer2.org/
wordcloud (for wordclouds aka tag clouds)
sentiment (for sentiment analysis)
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/sentiment/index.html
CRAN Task View: Natural Language Processing
http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/NaturalLanguageProcessing.html

Carbon Tax-A Sentiment Analysis
A simple sentiment analysis of Twitter tweets related to carbon tax. Code
obtained from https://sites.google.com/site/miningtwitter/home.

Figure: Number of tweets based on sentiments

Carbon Tax-A Sentiment Analysis

Figure: Classification of Tweets by polarity

Carbon Tax-A Sentiment Analysis

Figure: Comparison Word Cloud

Carbon Tax-A Sentiment Analysis

Figure: A simple wordcloud
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